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KCC NEWS
TRASHER CONTACT DETAILS
If you have anything for the Trasher, please email to kcc.trasher@gmail.com, or post to KCC Trasher, 34 Elder Way, Oxford
OX4 7GB. All contributions greatly appreciated!

KCC ONLINE
Don’t forget the numerous online resources to keep in touch
with KCC:
Web Site www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
Diary
www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=kcc.
secretary@gmail.com
Twitter
KingfisherCC
Facebook facebook.com/group.php?gid=2351138693
Simon Knox, kcc.secretary@gmail.com

BLASTATHON
RE-SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY AUGUST 18th
(provisional!)
4pm at the club to paddleup to the weir for
Blast Off @ the Weir @ 5pm or thereabouts.
Followed by aBYO BBQ at the club
After being rescheduled twice, we’re really hoping for water
at the Blastadrome for August. Watch the emails for confirmation nearer the time. There are lots of fun prizes and the
Chief Blaster gets The Chris Wheeler Memorial Trophy. Chris
was always a great supporter of the Blastathon and would
have been delighted in last year`s record entry of forty. Come
along n blast the evening away or watch from the terraces of
the Blastadrome!!

SCOTLAND TRIP
Fred’s running his trip to the West Highlands again, half-term
week at the end of October as usual. (27th Oct - 3rd Nov). If
you’ve never been before, this trip is legendary on the KCC
calendar! Staying in Roybridge just north of Fort William,
it’ll be a week’s whitewater from grades 3 to 5. Assuming
there’s rain! Initial registrations of interest to Fred Wondre F.Wondre1@physics.ox.ac.uk.

A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Simon Knox, June 2012
When I first wrote this piece back in spring I said:
“It’s been a terrible winter. Since the last Trasher hardly a
drop of water has fallen from the sky and the rivers have
been dry. As a club members have only been able to do;
the Gene17 APWE weekend at the Dart, a couple of Dart
Trips, a Teifi Trip, a Tryweryn Trip, a First Aid course, a trip
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to the Cardiff White Water Course, a Coaching Symposium and several presentation evenings. Plus the normal
Abingdon, Sutton Courtenay and other Thames rambles.
Okay maybe it wasn’t all that bad really, and I might have
missed a few things.”
Anyway delays at Trasher HQ mean this will reach you at the
height of summer, and, it seems to of been raining constantly for weeks! So much so that courses have been delayed, the
site has been closed due to the quagmire-like state of the
ground and the Blastathon has been cancelled twice due to
unforgiving conditions at the weir! On the plus side various
weekend trips have taken advantage of the unseasonable
weather, East Lyn in June? Upper Irfon in May - unbelievable!
Combined with a rather splendid Alps trip numerous members of the club have managed to take their first forays into
more advanced whitewater paddling with considerable success.
Now the evenings are longer regular Wednesday evening
sessions have started up again. The annual beginners courses are well underway and it’s fantastic to see so many people
volunteering to help Louise and Vicky run these. Later in the
year the improvers course will start on Thurs 9th Aug.
Coming soon a rescheduled Blastathon, Triathlon and beginners BBQ make the calendar look quite full, and that’s not
including the various foreign trips lined up! Most of these
events will be based from our hut at Wilsham Road and of
course we aren’t the only users of our site, or indeed the river
in Abingdon, and this year is going to be especially busy.
The Army Rowing Club will have an increased presence in
Abingdon this year as they move their main operations to
the site that we share with them until their new base is ready
next year. Can I ask that everyone keeps in mind that we are
not the only users of the site and doesn’t get surprised or offended if they find a large contingent of army rowers on site
when they go down there.
To help make the site more usable a large amount of ground
work has been done to provide extra parking space and
make more space generally. Parking is now on the left hand
side (next to the Sailing Club). Additionally we have set up an
on-line calendar along with Abingdon and the Army Rowing
clubs, Abbey Sailing Club, and Pathfinders to keep track of
activities on our site and the water. You can find this here:
https://www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=lv0ik
8604nrasbd2k6u4ukseq4%40group.calendar.google.
com&ctz=Europe/London
If there are any events that you want added to the calendar
let Louise or myself know. The other clubs will be updating it
so hopefully we can avoid events clashing where possible.
Looking at the calendar you can see we have our regular
Sunday sessions marked in it. These seem to have fallen by
the wayside lately, which seems a shame really as they are
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great for those members who want a gentle paddle along
the Thames or maybe a little bash in the weir at the weekend. So is there any appetite to these up and running a bit
more regularly, and would anyone like to step up to organise
them?
Moving on, we’ve some encouraging news regarding the
proposed hydro-scheme at Abingdon Weir and the lease of
our site. The former has been obliged to take the concerns of
paddlers into account in their plans so we’re currently working with them to get an outcome where the hydro-scheme
and paddlers can co-exist happily. And it looks like at long
last the legal and bureaucratic hurdles have been cleared
and we should have a formal lease in place soon.
Finally (though I haven’t seen it yet) thanks to Guy for another smashing edition of the Trasher. And please everyone
if you’ve been out paddling share it with the club by sending
a note to Guy. It doesn’t need to be more that a couple of
paragraphs long but it would be great to see people sharing
their paddling exploits with the club.

COVER PICS
Top: Duncan Sneddon descending the East Lyn in the sunshine (photo: Simon Knox)
Bottom: Ludo Letourner on a sunny Bachelard, French Alps
(photo: Ruth Letourner)

NORTH-OF-THE-BORDER NEWS

KCC DIARY
July
14-15 w/e Surfing, Gower, contact Nick Smailes
22 FSRT, see form (back page), contact Louise Royle
28-5 Aug Austria trip, contact Vicky Rolls
August
Wed 1
Monthly Meeting, Cherry Tree, Steventon, 20:00
Sat 18
Blastathon & BBQ (TBC)
Thu 9,16,23,30 Improvers Course, club hut, 18:00
September
Wed 5
Monthly Meeting, Cherry Tree, Steventon, 20:00
Thu 6, 13 Improvers course, club hut, 18:00
Sat 8
Ockfest wavehopper race & BBQ, hut, 14:00
Sun 9
Abingdon Dragonboat day, 09:30
15-16 w/e AWWSR, contact Ludo
October
Wed 3
Monthly Meeting, Cherry Tree, Steventon, 20:00
28-3 Nov Scotland trip, contact Fred Wondre

Weekly

Every Wednesday (most weeks even in the dark)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 18:00
Every Sunday (check with Neil Murton/Louise Royle first)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 09:30

IMPORTANT
COACHES

NEWS

FOR

ALL

Received from the BCU:
Please can you contact all the coaches within your club/organisation, and remind them that as of 31st December 2011,
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they will have to have an enhanced CRB through the BCU,
and they will have to send into the BCU offices at Bingham, a
copy of their Safeguarding and Protecting Children and Vulnerable Adults certificate. Although this has been published
in CoDe, many coaches are still unaware of these requirements that will come into effect at the end of this year.
With such a complex subject, which will effect individuals
differently regarding what courses will be relevant to them,
could you direct them to this page on the Canoe England
website http://www.canoe-england.org.uk/coaching/childprotection-and-crb/ where there is comprehensive details
on what they will have to do before the end of the year.
Currently, the BCU does not require coaches to update their
Safeguarding training after 3 years, so if the coach has a certificate that is older than 3 years, it will still be valid. Again, for
further information please visit the link to the Canoe England
website.
SPC Courses are available through the Pro-Active website
http://www.pro-activelondon.org/courses.asp?section=000
1000100010007&itemTitle=&allCourses=&partner=&boroug
h=&level=&type=&keyword=Safeguarding+and+Protecting
+Children&Search.x=12&Search.y=6.
If you are still unable to find a course, contact me and we can
try to arrange something.
Louise Royle

Great Glen Canoe Trail

The first designated canoe-trail in Scotland has been opened
along the length of the Great Glen from Banavie near Fort
William to Muirtown near Inverness – a distance of some 60
miles – though the truly intrepid paddler can go from sea
to sea. Jointly funded to the tune of over £600,000 by the
European Union, British Waterways, the Highland Council,
Scottish National Heritage and the Forestry Commission, a
full description of the trail and detailed maps are available
on the internet:http://greatglencanoetrail.info/uploads/documents/
GGCT%20Trail%20Map_updated%20AW.pdf
Long-time KCC member SB (Stuart Brighton) and colleague
paddled the route last year in sea boats and surfed down
much of Loch Ness, demonstrating the advantages of travelling west to east with the prevailing wind on his back. Between the large lochs there is often a choice between the
Caledonian canal with the need to portage the locks or the
various rivers (Lochy, Onich and Ness) with the occasional
rapid or weir to navigate – most, if not all, passable by canadian canoes and sea kayaks.
Perhaps a sensible put in-point is at the top the flight of locks
known as Neptune’s staircase at Banavie. It has good road
access which minimizes the carrying of boats and gear. In
Inverness, there is an excellent get out point with public loos
near-by and a sports centre with an excellent cafe across the
road near the islands marked on the river Ness.
If any KCC member/party is thinking of a trip on this route,
I will be happy to offer assistance such as looking after cars
and shuttling – my new abode is around 45 minutes from
Banavie.
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No more Spean Breakfasts.

The only Little Chef in Lochaber, the one at Spean Bridge and
much loved by veteran members of the annual KCC Scotland
trip, closed at the end of January 2012. It is one of 67 Little
Chefs closing across the country in a cost-cutting exercise.
It is understood that the outlet has been unprofitable for a
number of years – perhaps ever since KCC discovered the

chalets at Roy Bridge and no longer slept in assorted vehicles parked down the back road at Spean and then piled into
the Little Chef for breakfast.
This closure is sad but the tea-shop at the woollen mill next
door and the excellent bistro on the other side of the bridge
remain. In addition, the general store next to the Post Office
does a passable cup of coffee and hot pies.
Martyn Green

Whatzbin on. Whatzcomin’ up!!
Wadda weird winter (www0!! Since the beginning of the
year there`s been virtually no water which has unfortunately
put paid to planned trips on the mid Wales rivers that we
had planned. Winter pool sessions have however made up
for it, with record attendances. Henry Batten has been to
Kayakojacko`s freestyle Burner sessions run by Jacko and
Tom, making use of the few drops of water that were available.
The first pool session after I got back from Ecuador, I was
knocked out by a presentation from Chyavan as members
rep. The members had clubbed together and presented me
with a Bruce Springsteen ticket for this summer, a one off
PYCC merchandised hoody and , yes, a book of English Teas
Shoppes!1 Wow.
We have also acquired a couple of second hand freestyle
boats and a creeker for the club all within our limited budget.
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Dave Surman

Coming Up

We are restarting Monday club nights on Monday April
16th at 6.15pm. Anybody that would like to come along to
help out either on club nights or on trips would be very welcome. Just have a word with me if you`re interested.
In addition to the above, we`re building on last year`s Slovenia trip with a trip to the French Alps the first week of the
school summer holidays.
Finally if you hear of anyone 11-18 who is interested in
kayaking we are running an evening beginner`s course, contact through me, as well as daytime course in the Easter and
Summer School holidays (bookable through jo.paterson@
valeandsouth.gov.uk ).
davidsurman@hotmail.com · 01865 373115 · 07990800895
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RACIN’
THE
FLASH
Dave Surman

The Piatua! It wasn`t in the guide books there was
no opportunity to read up and worry about what every
word meant in reality, it just had to be done!
Chris and Abbie both raved about it. A remote jungle
river that went on for miles and miles. Steeper than the
Upper Misahualli, but pool drop through large boulders
and all quite manageable for humans! A good continuous
class 4.
And so it was we set off from Tena on the long drive.We
reach the main river the Anzu, and from there it was a long
track away from civilization through the jungle.
It starts to rain. The pick up Taxi driver reaches a fork in
the road and admits he doesn`t know which direction to
the put in. Hmmm. A little heated conversation in Spanish
between Chris and the driver before a decision is made
and we head off in what we hope is the right direction.
The track goes on and on with only an odd cabin along
the way. Most of these tracks are recent as a result of oil
exploration in the area and there`s a frontier feel.
Thankfully it stops raining by the time we get to the
end of the track where there are a handful of cabins and
a river!
Before us is a 25 Km stretch of quality whitewater with
only one point anywhere near the road.
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Chris starts off weaving his way between the huge
boulders which more often than not ended in a boofological fiesta! It just keeps coming! A great level but not
the place to be in high water.
After a while the intensity eases but this is also accompanied by a darkening sky, a disconcerting amount of
thunder and the odd crack of lightning.
We stop for lunch. Our sense of isolation is only moderated a little by the arrival of four local guys, one of whom
speaks English and tells us he is from Colombia. His friend
asks for a go in Chris ` kayak and performs a decidedly
shaky ferry glide, complete with cigarette hangin` out of
his mouth!
At this point the rain is becoming noticeably more persistent and the thunder more intense. The river by now
however is considerably easier and we are almost wishing
it would flash to bring the level up a little.

motoring big time!
Our egress is the confluence and so we ferry across the
brown torrent and get out.
In the five minutes we are watching the river, large
rocks are disappearing under the rising waters as the river
comes up. The Anzu is flashing. The thunderstorm had
been in the Anzu rather than the Piatua valley. Impressed
by Chris` ability to pick the flash free river I ask him “How
did you know the Piatua wasn`t going to flash?”. I was rewarded with a knowing glance.
And so it is. I was left with the feeling that there`s still
something mysterious and magical about the art of flash
flood prediction.
Riding back, soaking wet in the truck, with a cold beer in
your hand, there`s a weird sense of satisfaction that we`ve
beaten the flash—this time.

The confluence with the Anzu arrives and the contrast
couldn`t be greater. Ahead of us is a brown mass that is
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AN ODE TO
SCOTTISH
BOATING

The Didcotian Bard gives Rabbie Burns a run for his money…
words: Chris Bloomer
pics: Simon Knox, Guy Davies

As the month of October drew to a close,
to Scotland we ventured, chasing the flows.
Searching for splashing and soaking we go,
off to Roy Bridge, to our humble château.
The journey up there, very exciting because
our SatNav was ailing, failing and lost.
Instead we just drove towards the North Star,
up the M6 in Louise’s old car.
Boating started off slowly,
the Loy was too dry,
they said “Let’s do the Arkaig!”
with a wink of their eye.
“Now,” I said, “I’ve not been here before,
some guidance on the river is all I ask for.”
“No!” they cried, they said it’d be fine.
“Paddle hard, boof left, you’ll find the right line!”
After this the group split right into two:
some that stayed dry, (of whom there were few);
the mighty Spean Gorge was the others’ great foe,
meanwhile I commenced drinking, a lovely Bordeaux.
Soon the Orchy was beaten, on to the Moriston next,
onwards we travelled on our kayaking quest.
The Moriston took victims, left, right and fore,
white water thrashing, traumatic to explore.
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The first fall looked chilling from high up on top,
sat in the eddy, waiting to drop.
But then, wearing a tigersuit, fearless was me,
pulling sweet moves (quite unintentionally).
Down under the bridge the Moriston tours,
and most of the group declared simply “No more!”
Five of us explored the lower extent,
receiving bashed elbows from this daunting descent!
Come that evening we nursed our egos, bruised,
drinking cheap lager ‘til dazed and confused,
Toad-in-the-Hole we tried cooking, alcohol infused,
...the oven refused.
Following this we gave boating a rest,
gained new biking injuries, crashing with zest.
Soon we played Risk, epic rivalries unfurled,
six hours, many beers, and we conquered the world.
A trip down the Upper Spean was jovial fun,
from under the dam the day was begun.
Grade 3 all the way down to Inverlair Falls,
get-out on left! Final rapid needs balls.
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Our time here draws near, I’ve just a few lines to tell.
Now, on to the Etive (I hope it ends well!).
It was frightfully chilly and the skies were grey,
Simon’s paddle the first casualty of the day,
Triple Step Falls the opening scare here,
quite a step up from Abingdon weir.
We had a number of swimmers quite early on,
earning us rescue beers just as the day had begun.
We all thought hard before continuing the river,
many taking their leave, nerves all a quiver.
Following on from this our party became few,
but still there’s a great river for us to canoe!
We did Letterbox, Crack of Doom, the Great Waterslide,
(please don’t use this poem as an in-depth river guide!),
I don’t know the lines but we sent Rick first to see,
if he got it wrong we got entertainment for free.
It all worked out well until Right Angle Falls,
there were paddlers upturned, pinned to the walls.
Luckily by now the photographers had arrived,
capturing photographic proof of who had survived.
As our Scotland trip now comes to a close,
there’s just one item more within my lengthy prose.
Thank-you to all who came with us on this visit,
may next year bring more havoc, merriment and spirit!
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TEIFI
TASTIC!
There is nothing quite like the ‘weekend away Friday
feeling’. After all the stress of getting kit packed, ensuring
that everything is ready for the following week; completing the endless list of things to do, it is finally time to leave.
And whoosh! It hits you! A whole weekend of paddling
possibilities …
However, there was the drive - and I had volunteered to
do it. There was a moment of panic when Tom Tom indicated that it would take four hours, but miraculously once on
the road it recalculated down to three, which was slightly
more palatable. With Richard, Guy and Nick as company
– men behaving badly - the three hours whizzed by. On
a different note, I don’t believe that men’s minds are any
different to 11 year old boys – the topics, giggling and merriment resembled that of my classroom when we did puberty a few weeks ago. There was also much anticipation
of Kate’s baps! Not even a brief stop, at the most dismal
services ever, dampened the atmosphere inside the car.
The anticipation of the weekend was only increased by the
dampness outside.
Eventually, we arrived at Llandysul or Landrizzle as it
came to be known. At £10 a night the accommodation
was sheer luxury; we were inside, in the relative warmth
and had a mattress to sleep upon – what more could anyone want? There was also a warm welcome from Kate and
the other early arrivals, who were already merrily supping
away. Thankfully Nick had bought supplies, so it did not
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take long for us to catch up.
Then came the pouring over maps and the discussion;
the best part of the weekend - two days of possibilities …
Well, we had come to paddle the Teifi and the levels weren’t
too bad, so that was Saturday taken care of. Although there
was the dreaded flat sections – it didn’t sound too bad –
there were a few interesting features. All in all it seemed
like a river to suit everyone, and there was the possibility of
the Saudi on Sunday.
So, after feasting on Kate’s long awaited ‘breakfast’ baps,
which were absolutely delicious (sorry but I was in a car full
of men, who seemed to revel in innuendo) we unloaded
boats, shuttled cars and got on the river. We paddled from
Llandysul to Newcastle Emlyn, which was a great introduction to moving water, as well as having a few features to
excite the experienced paddlers in the group. The journey
was spiced up by those of us who became complacent by
the nature the water and did not notice the horizon line
ahead - I will leave individuals to give own versions of this!
And, to top it all off the get out was at a tea shop – what a
fantastic paddle.
Once back at the hostel it was time to think about Sunday. Luckily, we had local knowledge from member of the
Llandysul CC, who informed us that the Saudi would not
be a good choice, but that the Tywi would be running at
a good level. He pointed us in the direction of the Gorge
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and made it sound perfectly delightful, unlike the
guidebook which talked of grade V and undercuts. We
decide to split into two groups with one group paddling
a more gentle section further down, and those of us who
preferred to believe local knowledge than the guide book
paddling the gorge.
After an evening of great food, beer and company at
the local hotel, we found ourselves on top of a mountain
looking over the Llyn Brianne dam – not intimidating
at all. With clouds about to release the white fluffy stuff,
temperatures below zero and the prospect of a vertical
scramble (with boat) down to the gorge, the only thing to
be said was ‘Man up!’ Which we did. Someone thought
taking the route down the road would be the easy option but after several people ended up on their bottoms
due to the amount of ice covering the tarmac, this was
questioned.
Splitting into two groups we got on the river, and what a
fantastic adventure we had. There was plenty of action for
all, including a lesson on boat extraction kindly provided
by Ben W. There was much agonising; many ropes, knots
and pulley systems were put into use to no avail. Eventually a female person said, ‘Stand on it!’ Which someone
did. I will leave the rest to your imagination.
I would certainly recommend paddling the gorge section; although only a short section the scenery and variation in grade make it unique, and it should be possible, if
no faffing or on water incidents, to be able to do it at least
twice in a day. Alas, we only got the one run in, and even
if there had been time the snow was falling in great wet
icy lumps, which certainly enhanced the beauty of the
landscape but did not make a great climate for changing.
Soon we were back on the road heading for home.
Thank you Kate for organising the weekend, and for giving the men hours of amusement and entertainment as
they tried to outwit each other with bap jokes.
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ECUADORINA

Dave Surman, Andy Newell, Graham Bland
November 2011
Too little water is rarely a problem in Ecuador, thatz
gotta be music to the ears of UK boaters, especially this
year! The main kayaking season in the Oriente, the eastern
side of the country in the jungle clad foothills of the Andes, is November through to the end of February. There is
always the risk of flash flooding after a tropical downpour,
but outside of this season the risk of having too much water for days on end is considerably greater.
We flew out from Heathrow to Miami, just ahead of
us in security was Fabio Capello while he still had a job!
Connecting in Miami for Quito, we arrived late n tired, 12
hours flying time later at 11.30pm local time (5.30 am following day our body clock time!).
None of us being in the prime of youth, we decided a
day chillaxing in Quito was in order.
Quito is at 2,800m. As well as jet lag there was altitude to
consider. Our touristing took in the old city and the Presidential Palace tour in Spanish, where we all had to bow to
the ecuadorean flag.
The following day we met up with Andrea from Endless
Adventure from whom we were hiring kayaks and with
whom we were signed up for a three day “Gringo Warm
Up”.
We left by minibus for Tena, a jungle town, five hours
away in the Oriente. At 500m, we were now in the hot
humid tropical climate.

Nov 26th
We arrived in Tena, very late and bedded down in La
Posada, a very acceptable and secure boater`s hang out
for $10 per night.

Nov 27th
A laid back start with taxi shuttles arriving at 10.30 gave
us time for breakfast out with undoubtedly the worst coffee of the trip- boiling milk in a cup with a small tin of
nescafe to shovel into it. Hmmm. We revised our breakfast
plans for the rest of the trip and patronised the Café Tortuga where the coffee was much better, there was even
“Desayuno Kayakero” on the menu.
We and two german girls went off to paddle the Jatunyacu, a grade 3+ interesting warm up river. It even came
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complete with a digger in the river! The continuous nature of most ecuadorean rivers means that you can cover
quite a distance in one day. This stretch was about 30K

Nov 28th
The Misahualli is one of the classic ecuadorean rivers. It
has a remote big water section of about 25K. at grade 4-4+.
It also has a mandatory masochistic portage, generally
reckoned to take about one and a half hours, scrambling
up and down through thick jungle in hot humid conditions.
Neil Taunt had given me a not very appealing account of
this and we all decided that we would give that a miss and
run the upper section.
In contrast to the lower Mis, the Upper is a fantastic boofadrome of boulder fields and pool drops. In a flash flood
however, the pools would disappear and it would become
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a full on flashathon! We got on at the San Francisco Bridge
(no not that one!), paddled though beautiful jungle lined
banks to Archidona, a small settlement just to the nort of
Tena). We had a local guide Abe who had worked
in the US and was setting up his guiding business back
in his home country. Officially the Upper Misuhualli can
be divided into sections depending on access points to a
road, which although not visible from the river, is not too far
away. (Lodo and El Reten sections)

Nov 29th
Lower Jondachi/Hollin
This was going to be a 38Km day. There is a half hour
walk into the river from a small settlement called Mondayacu 10km post on the main road. The walk in is extremely
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rough and muddy but the locals will happily porter your
boat and race down the track for $4. Well worth it! The start
of the Lower Jondachi was a sun drenched gorge with tropical vegetation hanging down from the sides. From a scenic
point of view I think it was the best river we ran. The rapids
were always interesting and after we made the confluence
with the Hollin, the volume picked up a little.

Nov 30th
After the end of our official “Gringo Warm Up”, we decided
that logistically we would get a far better time if we continued to hire our guide, Chris and his team of Dave a jetboat
driver from Niagara, Abbie a local owner of a raft company
and chief botanizer and Riley a young Aussie boater. And so
it was that we made the one and a half hour drive in a pick up
truck to Chris and Andrea`s hired farmhouse at Borja de San
Francisco near Baeza. This was at a higher altitude, so as well
as having cooler nights, the water temperature was noticeably colder. In fact one day after rain it had a certain Welsh
summer feel to it!
The river here is the Rio Quijos and there are many runnable sections to choose from.

Dec 1st
We started off on the Borja run which linked with the El
Chaco Canyon section. We had lunch whilst inspecting a
rapid called El Toro. I looked long and hard and convinced
myself it was a goer. It was slightly offputting to realize that
Graham and Andy had picked up their boats and walked to
the bottom. It went alright, but when I was safely at the bottom, I realized that on the far side of the river from where I
was, was the most evil looking piece of water imaginable,
which had been out of sight when I scouted it.
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Anyway a bit further on, on an easier stretch of water, I
went over, rolled up, hit a rock went over again and then it
went too pieces and I was rewarded with an OBE and a long
rocky one at that. I didn`t feel quite so bad as, at the start
of the day, Graham had also had an OBE, the first for twelve
years. Ah well.

Dec 2nd
It rained a lot overnight. We set off to do the Rio Cosanga.
I was tired and the river was brown. Hmmm. I decided the
call of the coffee shoppe was too great and left the others to
run what should have taken 45 mins or so. Three hours later
our heroes return., Graham had doubled his OBE tally, one
of theGerman girls has got off after 10 minutes and Sandra
the other German girl had spent a little while in a big hole
resulting in another OBE. Only our hero Andy had remained
unscathed.

Dec 3rd
Another transfer day back to Tena (and the warm) by pick
up.

Dec 4th
There was a plan to do a jungle overnighter. The Upper
Hollin, overnight, then down the Lower Hollin the following
day. The Upper Hollin was, by all accounts,
a beautiful, remote, pooldrop gorge section. We drove
out to the get in. a road bridge crossing a deep jungle clad
gorge. The river level was a high medium but the sky was
worryingly menacing. The steep sided gorges of the Upper
Hollin were no place to be in a flash flood. Once this trip is
started the only way out is down river.
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None of us were convinced about the wisdom of proceeding, so we aborted the mission and headed for what, at this
late stage, was the only option a shortened repeat run of the
Upper Misuhualli which was at a lower level than our previous run. It being a Sunday, all the local villagers were out in
the river and we were accompanied down some of the rapids near villages by kids in inner tubes and on rubber ducks!

Dec 5th
Oil exploration n the Oriente has resulted in anumber of
new tracks though rainforest and this has opened up possibilities on rivers hitherto too inaccessible. One of these is
the Piatua, atributary of the Anzu.
We drove up this long stretch of straight remote road
through impenetrable jungle to a small setrtlement of afew
houses. This was a superb stretch of river about 24Km away
from the road apart from one possible alternative access
point. It was great. Technical, pool drop boulder gardens.
The first part was the hardest. It was accompanied by thunder and lightning, always a little worrying on a flash prone
river. The flash, however, had occurred in the next valley, the
Anzu, as we discovered by the colour of the water at the
confluence and the rapid disappearing rocks.

Dec 6th
Chillax day on a low Rio Tena stopping at village bars on
the way down.

Info and Logistics
The only guidebook available “The Kayaker`s Guide to Ecuador” is published and sold privately by Small World Adventures www.smallworldadventures.com ($20+pnp) Guiding/
Boat hire www.endlessadventure.ca , www.riosecuador.com
, www.aguaxtreme.com , www.ecuadorpaddling.com. www.
smallworldadventures.com
Flights. Most via Miami, Houston, Atlanta. No direct flights.
Virgin will take boats as far as Miami but connecting airlines
will not take boats.
Shuttles. Several of the pick up drivers (taxis) know the
get ins and get outs but none speak any English and so there
is plenty of room for misunderstanding.
Guides are a great way to get the most out of your trip.
They can help with language and shuttle arrangements.
Their local knowledge reduces the danger of being caught
in a flash flood and their detailed knowledge of the rivers
means you can run the river a lot more quickly reducing the
need for constantly getting out of your boat to scout.
Safety. Ecuador is probably one of the safest countries in
South America. People were very friendly and helpful.
Health. Tena is on the edge of the Amazon Basin and as
such is on the edge where malarial tablets are recommended. The Tena area however is malaria free and no one we
met took tablets. Borja and Quito are too high for any malaria
risk.

BAJA
CALIFORNIA

words + pics: Fred Wondre

Fred and Neil go sea paddling, Mexican style…
I poured myself a cup of coffee and moved a chair to the
beach. As I sat there, looking over the calm expanse of the
lagoon, the low hills opposite coloured slightly. The sun was
rising. It felt like the dawning of a new age. It had been a
cool night, now the sun was bathing the sand dunes and
the rocks in its roseate glow.
We were camped on Espirito Santo, an island nature reserve in Baja California, Mexico. Coyote tracks crisscrossed
the sand dunes but they kept well out of the way. Not so the
ring tailed cats, a smaller version of the racoon. They pursued the smell of food. We had been warned about them.
My chocolate bars were in Roman’s, our guide, safe keeping. No wonder he looked so well fed. One morning, as I lay
there, a small set of paws walked over my inner tent. A deftly
placed foot helped it on its way.
Sea kayaks and kit were assembled and we paddled off
to explore the immediate vicinity of the Sea of Cortez. Red
sandstone rocks rose straight out of the sea. Cacti eked out
a precarious existence. Wild figs clung to impossible cracks
in the cliffs. The wind had scoured the sandstone into intricate, hollowed out shapes. A large mask lowered over the
sea. Round the corner was the valley of Los Puertitos where
the skeletons of juveniles had been found in some of the
many caves.
The sea lions were crowded on to the steep rocks, always wriggling, pushing up and occasionally splashing
back into the water. The air was filled with the unceasing
cacophony of the raucous calls rising and falling. Underwater they were really friendly and inquisitive. Their sleek
bodies swished through the water around us. One came
right at my mask. I felt flippers brush past. Then I felt it, a
delicate nibbling on the tips of my fingers, my fins, my
wetsuit and a firmer grasp on my elbow.
We left Espirito Santo to move to the west coast of
the peninsula, to La Magdalena where the Grey whales
come in January and early February to calve. One night
back in civilization. One of our favoured restaurants,
normally quiet, had a live band and was almost wild.
TRASHER June 2012
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A set of leopard spots slinked through the melee of legs.
They were attached to a pair of tights. They loitered a
while surveying the scene and then, just like the real
thing, they vanished back into the night.

‘Once more unto the breach’
Once on La Magdalena a small motor boat ferried us
out to the mouth of the lagoon. Almost immediately we
spotted a whale, whales, lots of whales. The Californian
Grey Whale is different to other whales. They were the
only whales that attacked the ships that were hunting
them. Now, that hunting has finished, they are very
friendly. Sometimes, when approached, they simply
dived and disappeared. Sometimes they stayed and
played. We saw whales leaping out of the water and their
massive bodies thumping down on the sea, breaching.
The curious ones would lift their head above the surface
and have a look around, sky bopping. The light shadow
of their huge bodies would slowly slide under our boat
and reappear on the other side. A few times there was
a wild melee of fins, bodies and tails thrashing through
the water, a mating run. One day on the way out a little voice in my head declaimed ‘Once more unto the
breach’. I was leaning over the side of the boat with my
waterproof camera splashing the water. The barnacle
encrusted head of a whale slowly rose straight up from
the depths to within a metre of my hand. In the excitement I called out to the others. The whale heard and
slowly sank away.
On the way back we stopped at a fishing camp. A
ramshackle collection of tin huts had sprung up in the
remains of a whaling station and an abandoned mining
project. They caught sharks now. Strips of shark meat

were hanging from racks in the sun. The stripped carcasses of five or six small sharks littered the beach. We bought
some shark meat from them and pulled up some of their
lobster pots. I heaved up my first pot, it was occupied by
an octopus. I handed it over to the locals. Two of them
eventually managed to extract it and get if off their hands.
Another contained two Garibaldis, they look like giant
overfed goldfish.
The early morning was cool and dank. A light mist had
settled over the land and the sea. Breakfast was a while off.
I checked with the guide and took a sea kayak out. Quietly the kayak slid through the mist on the shallow water.
The sandy bottom was covered with empty shells. A large
raft of cormorants with some pelicans was lying on the
water. In the distance fog could be seen rolling along the
channel of mangroves wafted along by a breeze from the
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Pacific. We had paddled through the quiet reaches of
the mangroves the previous day when the tide was in.
Pelicans had lumbered aloft, flapped their wings a few
times and plopped back into the water to catch fish. The
tide was out now and the channel would be dry. I turned
and headed back. A dense fog had rolled in since I left and
our beach side camp could not be seen. I was alone in this
ethereal greyness. Luckily the camp had not moved and I
made it back for breakfast.
We hired a car and headed south. The pristine wilderness of La Magdalena was replaced by Cabo San Lucas,
the southerly tip of the Baja peninsula. It was heaving
with people. We hired kayaks and headed across the bay
to the spectacular rocks of the cape. As we neared a large
liner the harbour police came out and headed us off saying the ship was about to move. I pointed out the massive
anchor chain more or less rooting the liner to the spot.
Once we had passed the liner they disappeared. The ‘Disney Wonder’ left a while later. The steep pointy rocks and
the large arch were spectacular. Lots of small motor boats
were ferrying tourists about. We paddled round the last
rock outcrop and back beside the arch. Jet skis were whizzing about.
We headed back to the quieter parts of the Baja peninsula and settled on a restaurant terrace overlooking the
harbour. The lights of moored yachts shimmered on the
water. My mind slipped back to a night on La Magdalena.
I’d had a tot of tequila after dinner. It left a warm glow. In
the dark I headed for the shore line. No soiling the terrain in a nature reserve. I cleaned my teeth in the intertidal
zone. There was no artificial light, the black sky was ablaze
with stars. Small wavelets were gently lapping the shore.
Stunningly bright flashes of bioluminescence mirrored
the sky above. Then the bright flashes started jumping
about. Sand fleas eat the material and become little beacons moving about faster than the stars above. Orion, the
hunter, was slowly chasing through the sky.
TRASHER June 2012
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IN SEARCH
OF THE
PERFECT
BOOF!

words: Dave Surman
photos: Simon Knox
boof faces: models’ own

And so it was!! If skiing is “the search for the perfect turn”,
then kayaking could be “the search for the perfect boof”.
Then again you could just be unpretentious and say it`s
about having a good time on the river.

The River`s Source Symposium organised by Gene 17 at
the Dart Centre at the end of January was the first of what
is to become an annual event whereby there`s the opportunity to book onto sessions by top coaches, paddlers and
other providers who are out there actually doing it for real.
The weekend was a great opportunity to try out both new
and tested ideas on aa familiar stretch of river. It was a chance
to get away from rigid prescription and interpretations and
see what works, in what circumstances from anumber of
different perspectives. What follows are my thoughts and interpretations of the two workshops I attended on the Upper
Dart. The first on the Saturday, was on “Coaching the Boof”
with Simon Westgarth and Nick Horwood. The second was
on the Sunday “Coaching Advanced White Water” with Bob
Timms. Both were excellent in content and approach.
The first point to make is that many if not all points apply to coaching whether we are working in a “simple” or “advanced” whitewater environment although the emphasis
may be different.
Secondly there are rarely absolutes in such activities. Each
situation is different and relies upon the paddler/coach employing the strategy they think best in that particular circumstance, on that particular day in those particular conditions. Questioning to establish an absolute answer to a
hypothetical question is not likely to produce an absolute
answer.
Thirdly, questioning and trying to improve one`s own
paddling is not distinct from learning how to coach others.
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The two cross fertilize.

The sessions on both days complimented each other really well and some of the concepts we discussed the first
day became clearer to me when I discussed them the second with a different coach who “filled in some of the gaps
for me”

The Concept of Boofing
So what is it? The definition we discussed was “Going over
a drop and keeping the boat on the surface i.e the opposite
to pencilling.” Seems good enough for me.!!
Four years or so ago some of us did a creeking course
with Simon Westgarth which really helped me to clarify
what I was supposed to be doing. It took away much of the
mumbo jumbo that had helped to contribute the mystery
of boofing.
The first point is that it is really just efficient forward paddling over a drop. Old talk of lifting your knees should be
binned, as for one thing this will cause your weight to be
too far back.
So the essential points when boofing are stroke placement and timing. One stroke on the lip, weight slightly forward at take off and landing with another forward stroke.
Which stroke to take off on depends somewhat on the
direction required at the bottom of the drop or the direction
of flow of the water there. Finally which direction the boat
should be facing as you leave the lip is also related to what
is happening at the bottom where you land.
Trying to land with an active paddle stroke is important.
This forward momentum is support in itself and negates the
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need for a reassuring but ultimately less effective low
support. Hopefully it will reduce the temptation that I and
many of my generation have to “geronomize”(hold paddle in air horizontally) on a drop.

Tactics for running a whitewater river
1.The idea is that speed can be controlled by moving
across the river rather thanpaddling flat out down the
centre. A suitable route can be decided upon andthere
are a number of ways that this lateral momentum can be
kept fluid.
Midstream eddies can be thought of as ways of slowing
down or changing direction without losing all momentum and stopping by stern squashing on the inside of the
turn so that a longer gentle curve is produced rather than
the tighter bow rudder/draw that leaves the boat facing
upstream rather than continuing the momentum out the
other side of the eddy. This stern squash can also be used
when breaking into the current to move further across the
flow in a longer arc turn rather than the tight break in.
2 Making a break out high up/further down. We
have all been taught to break out high up.It has a great
kinaesthetic feel to it when we get it (and it looks cool!!).
On British rivers, usually low volume with microeddies,
this works well. The point was made, however, that on
big volume rivers the problem with making an eddy this
high up is that the power of the recirculation of the eddy
can feed you back straight into some monster hole if you
break out too high in the eddy. Better then to choose a
little further down.
3. Lateral Momentum. Driving the boat across the
river at the right angle with power if leaving a slow eddy
and transferring to fast water to get where needed, as a
“sprinter on starting blocks”.

There
may however be times when approaching a feature e.g.
a boof where the current is less strong and a wide curve
arc (“lazy ferry”) may be preferable to allow lining up and
control before going into the feature.
4. Strokes. In general positive forward strokes are preferred to negative reverse ones. Correctional strokes can
include traditional sweeps, stern squashes and one that I
use a lot, variations of bow cuts and draws on the move
varying the position of the paddle in relation to my body
(forward or level with) and manipulating the angle of the
blade to subtly adjust the direction of the nose of the
boat. The blade already being in the water means I can
transfer this rapidly into a powerful forward stroke in the
new direction.
4. Flaring. Riding high up the rock face on an arc. Can
be a move round an unpleasant feature on a rapid or can
be water piling off the face of a rock. The move should
“mirror the contours of the feature”. The upstream knee
is lifted and the paddle, depending on the steepness of
the water coming off the boulder can be vertical with the
boat edged significantly.
5. Grinding. Similar to the above except it involves the
boat being driven onto an angled rock and then slising of
the side. A relative of the rock spin?
6. Looking Ahead. The importance of looking ahead
down the river to plan your route in good time, whilst also
seeing what is immediately ahead of you in peripheral vision. We did an exercise concentrating on looking ahead,
head up.
7 Last but certainly not least. The importance of good
forward paddling strokes cannot be overemphasized
for all the above. Using feet, rotation, arm form slightly
bent (as if a membrane is stretched between arms that
should not be creased). The concept of looking through
the “window” created by tour arm and paddle. Ideally paddle almost vertical, in practice your arm and paddle shaft
may form an “A”. This whole body concept of driving boat
through I have found is helped by consciously thinking
tall. As if a string is attached to my head pulling me up as
a puppet. I have found this a very useful way to think of
things particularly for a natural sloucher like myself when
I am going into some significant piece of water. Improved
posture (thinking tall) definitely improves my control and
my ability to drive the boat through.
These notes were written primarily for my benefit a day
after the sessions to help me retain and interpret what
we had done over the weekend. I may therefore not have
expressed myself clearly enough to others who were not
there. Howewver I hope they will be of interest and may
be of help to all of us “in search of the perfect boof” or at
any rate a great day on the river.
Have a good one!!
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Booking Form
Course Title

BCU - Foundation Safety & Rescue Training (FSRT)

Course Date(s)

Sun 22 July 09:30. KCC Hut, Wilsham Road, Oxon

Course fee to KCC members £25. Non KCC members £65
The six hour BCU FSRT course is designed for all paddlers irrespective of craft. The objective is to teach the
students key safety and rescue skills to be able to deal with common emergencies that can be applied
appropriately in a sheltered water environment. It is a practical course, you will get wet and it is lots of fun.
Bring a packed lunch and the boat your normally paddle

First name

Family name

Contact Address
Post Code
Tel (day / Even / Mobile)
Email address
Date of birth
BCU number

Membership type

Next of kin

Contact Tel No.

basic / comp / family

Address (if different from above)
Club(s) or Centre(s) you attend

BCU awards you hold?
Medical conditions which may
affect your performance

Note: Handling swamped boats and some lifting will be necessary

Date of First aid

Not Required

Sound 1st Aid skills are recommended

Date of (new) 2 Star

Not Required

At least 2* ability in CCK & OC required

CR / LR forms?

Not Required

Please mail this form, together with course fee to the Course Director, address below. Please make
cheques payable to King Fisher Canoe Club. You will receive confirmation of your booking and further
course details.
Louise Royle
5, Drayton Rd, Sutton Courtenay, Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 4AJ
email louiseroyle@googlemail.com

For Office Use
Date deposit rec’d
Date fees rec’d
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Tel 01235 847528

BCU Course No
amount
amount
Total
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